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ABSTRACT 

The step servo motor is designed to convert a discrete input wto a 

continuous :JUtput. Rec·~!lt advances in miniaturization techniques have 

permitted the production of stepper motors capable of f:Jllowing program 

rates on the order of 100 steps per second. 

This paper presents an experimental analysis of step servo motor 

performance, demonstrates that stepper motor transient responses may be 

predicted with reasonable accuracy using linear, second order theory, 

and indicates maximum stepping rate capabilities of the SiL.e ll Stepper 

Motor for several different programs. Additionally, it is shown that for 

the Size 11 Stepper Motor, inability to successfully follow a programmc:d 

input is attributable primanly to rotor inertia. 

The authors wish to ~xpress their appreciation to Mr. Charles W. Cox, 

Lockheed Missiles and Space Division, Sunnyvale, California, for his 

invaluable technical assistance and to Professor Charles H. Rothauge I 

Departm·.3nt of Electrical £ng1neenng I U. S. Naval Postgraduate School, 

Monterey, Californ1a I for his encOln-agement I guidance and suggestions 

during the investigation. 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

The step servo motor is not a new device. Large step servo motors 

have baen available and in use for many y~ars; however I not until the 

advent of guided missiles were low-power I smalJ-size step servo motors 

manufactured in any quantity. 

Recent advances 1n miniaturization and refined manufacturing techniques 

have produced step servo motora capable of responding to command rates in 

excess of 100 stGps per sGcond. Within t.~e past three years I small step 

servo motor technology has progressed so significantly that many missile 

and control syst~m manufacturers have turned to step servo motors for a 

solution to tha pulse integration problem. The Lockheed Mlss1les and 

Space Division of the Lockheed Aircraft Corporation is using a step servo motor 

in the POLARIS Fleet Ballistic Missile. Several companies are investigating 

th3 feasibility of using step servo motors in digital computers. In most 

cases I the motors are used as a means of pulse integration; although shaft 

positioning I counting and other control system applications are equally 

feasible. 

A primary advantage of the! step servo, or stepper I motor is its 

simplicity. Presently I such motors are available in four sizes: Size 15 I 

Size 11, Size 8 and Si.ze 5. (The size number inaicates the outside 

diameter of the motor casing in L~r.ths of inches.) The usual stepper 
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motor design incorporates a solid, permanent-magnet rotor. \''lith an 

arrangement of four stator windings and appropriate circuitry to energize 

any two of these windings, a resolved flux vector can be caused to assume 

positions which divide a cross-sectional plana of the motor into four equal 

quadrants. Sequential energizing of these windings then rotates the flux 

vector, which in turn causes the rotor to follow, either clockwise or 

counterclockwise, as directed. 

The purp0se of this investigation was twofold: ( l) to attempt to obtain 

sufficient experimental data to develop a generalized theory for stepper 

motor operation, and (2) to attempt to determine the lir!11ts of operation of 

both a Size 11 and a Size 8 stepper motor. Sufficient information was 

obtained to permit a valid approximation of motor tran.siunt performance by 

means of linear, second order theory. Additionally, 1t was proved that th.= 

upper limit of stepper motor operat1on is a function of the inertia of the 

motor rotor, and that, for a Size ll motor, this upper limit is at a repetition 

rate of approximately 100 steps per second for the most stringent input 

program. Operational limit information for the Size 8 motor was of little 

value since the motor tL!sted was a prototype and did not satisfy appropriate 

design requirements. 

The experimental portion of this investigation was conducted at the 

Lockheed Missiles and Space Division, Sunnyvale, California, during the 

period June-July 1959, under the auspices of the XN Flight Controls 

Department and under the technical direction of Mr. Charles W. Cox. 
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II 

EXPLANATION OF STEPPER MOTOR OPERATION 

A stepper motor is a simple device capable of providing the integral 

of a series of input pulses. The absence of profound and complex 

operation is a primary virtue of the step servo motor and an understanding 

of its performance aspects is readily attainable. The motor itself may be 

considered to be composed of a permanent magnet rotor and a stator coil 

arrangement which generates flux vectors that divide a cross-sectional 

plan of the machine 1nto four equal quadrants (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2). 

Tne stator coils are represented schematically as being composed of two 

winding sets (see outlined box of Fig. 2). Since the stator is center 

-
tapped I each set consists of two windings. Thus I for ease of identification 

the winding sets are classified as the U stator coil and the V stator coil. 

These are then subdivided I due to the center tapping I into U I U I and VI V 

windings. As indicated in Fig. 2 I the excitation of any given winding will 

result in the generation of a flux vector as displayed symbolically by 

dashed vectors in the diagram. It is not difficult to understand, then I that 

excitation of either U or U in conjunction with the simultaneous excitation 

of V or V will result in a resolved flux vector at tha 45 degree I 135 degree I 

225 degree or 315 degree angular positions; Q) , ® I G) I and @ 

respectively of Fig. 2. Thus I if U and V are receiving the required 

excitation I the resolved flux vector is at position CD and the north pole 
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of the permanent magnet rotor seeks coincidence with the resolved flux 

field. If the excited winding is switched from V to V, with U remaining 

in an exclted state, the resolved flux vector is effectively rotated. 

90 degrees. This causes an equal rotation of 90 degrees by the permanent 

magnet rotor and the shaft of the stepper motor. 

In order to make practical use of the motor it is necessary to design 

and build a switching circuit which will provide effectively instantaneous 

excitation of any particular winding and thus effect desired motor rotation. 

The design of such a drive circult follows typical logic circuit techniques. 

Forward and reverse motion of the rotor is distinguished in the usual 

manner as defined progressively by the points of a. compass. Forward 

motion will therefore be clockwise (CW) and reverse motion counter

clockwise (CCW) when looking directly at th~ motor face from which the 

shaft projects. 

Triggering the drive circuit with pulses results in step voltages being 

applled to the motor stator windings (see Chapter III); forward or reverse 

rotation of the motor shaft is then obtair..able. This is the method which 

was used by Lockheed. The drive circuit is produced as a printed circuit 

card carrying the necessary solid-state devices to effect switching 

(see !llus. 4); the pulse intelligence for for-Ward or reverse rotor motion 

is brought in on two separate lines, thus precluding any confusion 

concerni11g direction commands. The utility of such a device is obvious, 

for it accepts discrete pulses as an input and produces their integral as 
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stepper motor shaft position. By suitably linking the motor shaft through 

a gear train to drive a resolver, a continuous analog signal may be 

obtained as resolver output which represents th3 algebraic sum of pulses 

entering the input side of the logic eire uit. 



III 

EXPLANATION OF LOGIC CIRCUIT OPERATION 

A schematic diagram of the logic cjrcuit used in this investigation 

is pre sen ted in Fig. 1 . Ill us. 4 is a picture of the actual logic card. 

A detaiJed explanation of the logic circuit operation is contained in 

Appendix C. Understanding of the simplified presentation of Fig. 2 is 

sufficient to insure comprehensio:1 of the stepper motor testing approach 

used in this study. 

Referring to Fig. 2, the permanent magnet rotor of the stepper motor 

will be in position ® when U and V are energized. To move in a 

forward direction the U flipflop must be hit w1th a forward pulse. This 

may be verified by tracing the paths formed by the "and" and "or" gates 

depicted in Fig. 2. Only the U logic cncultry affords a path for a forward 

pulse wh2n the condition U and V obtains. Similarly, if a reverse pulse 

is impos2d it will be fed through th = V circuitry since only the V logic 

branch is sensitive to reverse pulses when the U and V condition holds. 

As an example, consider a forward movement with U and V en~rgized 

in1 tiall y and the rotor north pole at position @ . The U flipflop is 

sensitive to the forward pulse coming in since only the FUV "and" gate is 

in a condition to permit passage of such a pulse. The succeeding "or" 

gate passes any of the pulses which enter it and the U flipflop will change 

state. Hence, the condition changes from U to U and the final n~sult is 
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U and V. But, U and V produces a resolved flu.x vector pointing in the 

CD direction; it is obvious that forward motion of the rotor occurs as 

it seeks coincidence with the new magnetic configuration. The change of 

state experienced by the flipflop must be communicated to the "and" gates 

in order that they be aware of the specific state of the flipflop and be 

prepared to direct ensuing forward or reverse commands to L'1e correct 

branch of the logic matrix. However, this intelligence must not be trans

mitted so quickly that the 'and" gates assume th~ new condition dictated 

h~fore th~ incoming puls·3 has had sufficient time to d2cay; i.e. the 

possibility of falsely triggering the new matrix condition with the tail end 

of the same pulse which began the sequence, must be avoided. To accom

plish this, the intelligence is delayed by a typ1cal RC delay network. 

The response of th2 logic circuit was investigated and results 

indicated that a modification to the time constant of the flipflop RC coupling 

c1rcuits was desirable (see Appendix B). The effect of varying the width of 

the incoming pulses was essentially negligible, since incoming pulses are 

d1fferentiated by the transformer stage. Increases in pulse width had no 

effect until the time interval between pulses was effectively r2duced to 

less than one microsecond. Similarly, reduction in pulse widtl1 was not 

noticeable with regard to circuit operation untll the pulse approached 

widths smaller than orh~ microsecond. As indicated in Fig. 1, two direct 

current power supplies were required for circuit operation; one at +10 volts 

and the other at -29.5 volts. The effect of varying supply voltage upon 
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motor performance is discussed in Appendix B and Chapter VI. The word 

length, 1. e. repetition pc;riod of each pulse train measured in bits, and 

thus steady state rest t1me, was varied and had a negligible effect upon 

motor performance. Zero initial conditions were insured by using a 

word length sufficiently long to provide for complett.:~ settling of the rotor 

prior to imposition of the succeeding program. Thus, an 1ndication of 

initial rotor position was available. As discussed in detail in Appendix 

B, the original logic circuit design employed power flipflops directly to 

drive the stapper motor; this had the d1sadvantage of exposing these 

flipflops to the induced EMF dffects introduced by the motor when th~ 

rotor was traveling at high speeds. By hand cranking the motor and 

viewing th3 magnitude of the induced voltages which were possible of 

. generation, it was cursorily determined that such 1nduced voltages were 

having a de trim ~n tal effect upon the power flipflops; i.e. effectively 

1m posing false triggers and causing state changes. Since the primary 

purpose of this investigation was a study of the stepper motor per se it 

was necessary to provide some fixture which would serve to isolate the 

motor and its induced EMF effects from the power flipflops without 

imposing any noticeable response characteristics of its own. Th1s was 

accomplished by the circuit of Fig. 3. The r~sponse of these power 

gates was checked and it was established that they Introduced a negligible 

amount of delay and could be neglected in the stepper motor analysis. 

Oscillograph tapes were obtained which demonstrated the satisfactory 

isolation provided by the power gates; induced EMF effects appeared on 
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Ll-)·" motor side of th2 power gates but not on the logic c1rcuit side. 

The power gates therefore operat2d as instantaneous relays which permitted 

motor excitation as a function of the state of the flipflops; thus the flipfiops 

ceased to be "power'' flipflops. 
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IV 

ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT 

Ill us. 2 shows a general panorama of the test area and the test 

equipment used. Fig. 4 J s a wiring diagram of the test assembly. The 

most logical method of presentation of the various equipments used in 

the testing is to follow the histvry of a typical input program. 

Referring to Fig. 4 I pulses were generated by the Wang Pulse 

Ge:1erator. This pulse genarator was capable of producing independent 

programs of 12 pulses on both the direct a:1d delayed output. During 

testing I forward pulses were obtained from the direct output and reverse 

pulses from the delayed output. Variation of pulse width, pulse spacing 

and delay time betweer: the end of a pulse sequence and the beginning of 

a succeeding sequence was possible using the face-mounted controls. 

Pulses so generated passed to the emitter-follower wh1ch served as a 

buffer stage between the vacuum tubes of the pulse gen3rator and the 

transistors of the logic circuit. From the emitter-followt.!r the pulses 

proceeded to the logic circuit. This circuit was mounted in the Stepper 

Motor Drive (Check Out) Fixture (see Ill us. 2) which merely served as a 

means of mounting the logic cucuit and permitted rapid connection of 

leads. From the logic cucuit, the voltage steps generated therein 

pas sed through the power ·gaie buffer circuit I and on to the motor stator 

windings. Ill us. 3 shows the anti -back! ash and sta '1dard gear train 

connections between the Size 11 motors and the1r respective resolvers. 
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A comparison of the Size 8 and Size 11 motors lS indicated in Ill us. 5. 

Illus. 6 shows the anti-backlash gear train connection between the 

SiLe 8 stepper motor and its resolver. 

The standard gear train was used only to indicate the considerable 

improvement in response which results from the use of anti-backlash 

gearing. The anti-backlash gear train had a gear ratio of 70.6: l. 

Consequent! y I the load off~red by the gear-train-resolver combination 

was practically negligible at the stepper motor shaft. This is readily 

apparent in Fig. 8A which shows the currents in stepper motor stator 

windings both 'Nith the gear-train-resolver load and with no load on the 

st..;pper motor; no visible differences exist. Therefore I data obtained 

with the gear train and resolv3r connected to the motor shaft truthfully 

represent the motor response. It will be shown later that significant 

motor loading causes definite differences in field current traces (see 

Chap. VI -l). 

The resolver field coils were excited with 115 volts I 800 cycles 

from the Audio Signal Generator (see Ill us. 2). This carrier was modulated 

by the motion of the resolver rotor result1ng from stepper motor action; 

thus, a particular resolver output level corresponded to a spec.ific 

stepper motor shaft position. Initial st•3pper motor position was arranged 

to correspond to approximate} y resolver null. The modulated output was 

fed to eith;.;r or both of the oscilloscopes and the oscillograph. The 

oscilloscopes used had a rise tune of a fraction of one microsecond and 
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were capable of time resolutions on the ordt~r of oa·~ microsecond per 

Cf~ntimeter. 

The oscillograph was capable of 18-channel simultaneous recording: 

however I a maximum of 5 channels had amplifi2r s available to them. 

Resol'JcH output was applied both directly to the light-beam-reflection 

(mirror) galvanometers of the oscillograph and through the amplifier 

assembly (see Illus. 8}. The response of the oscillograph-amplifier 

combination is shown in Fig. 5. Since the carrier was at a frequency of 

800 cycles per second I it is apparent that the oscillograph response was 

adequate. For operation of the oscillograph without amplifier, the response 

will be even better than that indicated in Fig. 5. 

Ill us. 7 shows the Stepper Motor Acceptance Kluge (the term "Kluge" 

is used for all test setups or components which have been temporarily 

constructed for a particular test) which was used as a means of obtaining 

static torque data on both siz~ s of motor. Static torques were measured 

using a torque watch capable of measuring from 0. 02 to 2. 40 inch-ounces. 

Both th8 torque watch and the angular deflection measurernGnt dial were 

mounted on the stepper motor shaft in a manner to minim1ze axial unbalance. 

13 



v 

PLAN OF INVESTIGATION 

1. Transient Response. 

When all the physical and electrical parameters defin1ng the stepper 

motor are compiled, certain linearizing assumptions can be made which 

produce a linear second order differential equation that dchnes the step 

s~rvo motor response. The study of empuical stepper motor transit::nt 

responses had a two-fold purpose. First, it was desirable to show that 

th~ experimental response to a step correlated reasonably well with the 

theoretical response to a step obtained from th e linearized transfer 

function. This, of course, would afford prima facie evidence that the 

linearizing assumptions had a basis in fact and were not unreasonable. 

Second, if the correlation Wt3re demonstrable, an attempt could be made 

to use the theoretical response to pradict the transient response of the 

motor following an imposed program. Thus, if a four forward - four reverse 

program were imposed I there would be a definite transient oscillating 

frequency, settling time, etc., as the motor was corning to its steady 

state condition, following the last four reverse pulses. In theory, for a 

linear system, if the transient response to a step input is known, then 

the response to an imposed program should simply be that same response 

to a step I modified for the effect of initial conditions of position 1 

velocity, etc. If this could be shown to be valid for the stepper motor 

then its operation as a linear system could be accepted and information 
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of importance to the design engineer contemplating use of the stepper 

motor would be readily available. In this mann~r it would become possible 

for the de sign engineer I through use of the defining transfer function I to 

predict peak overshoot I settling time I etc. for any imposed command 

group. This concept was not fully realized until after testing was completed 

and insufficient data was available to justify a general conclusion. It was 

intended that similar tests be conducted upon both Size ll and Size 8 step 

motors (see Illus. 5); unfortunately the SL~e 8 motor available was a 

prototype. This motor I upon being commanded to step sequentially, did 

not respond in equal 9 0 degree int~rvals ar.d therefore certain non

lin2arities were introduced in its transient response. 

Lineanzed Theory for the Stepper Motor 

The follow1ng assumptions are made befor:; 'w'w'Titing the equations 

governing th0 response of a step servo motor to a step input (these 

assumptions w1ll be justified later): 

a. the two motor w1ndings which are excited to form a resolved 

flux vector are mutually per~endicular in every case 

b. th8 resistance and inductance of all windings are equivalent 

c. the ampere-turns of each excited stator winding are equal and 

are zero in the unexcited windings 

d. the armature reaction is considered to be zero, 1. e. the 

permanent magnet flux is asswned to be invariant 
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Due to the discontinuous nature of stepper motor operation a 

sHnplified analysis can be attained most easily by viewing the response 

to a step input voltage; i.e. assume that the winding excitation has been 

switched to effect a ninety degree rotation but that the rotor is restra1ned 

and is not Immediately permitted to answer this step input. The effect 

upon the system is then the creation of initial conditions rather than the 

imposition of a step input, per se. Then, if e is the a:1gular displacement 

from the commanded position, i.e. the angular error· and if the motor is 

considered as being formed by two lumped windings which are mutually 

perpendicular a:~d which are either excited or not excited: 

TDCi •¢ +i •¢ 
1 2 

(1) 

where i 1 • ¢ reprt.~sents the dot product of the number one windi:1g 

"current vector" and the permanent magnet flux vector. When tne current 

in winding two goes to zero the torque may be represented by 

( 2) 

assuming that torque is a linear function of displacement angle e 

(or 8) , see Fig . ll . 

V l = i 1 R 1 + L l di 
1
/ d t + V g 

V = K £1:_ de == K de 
g D de dt g dt 

Equating (2) and (3) and dropping numerical subscripts 

. . . "' Je+fe=-K 't' ie 
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Substituting (5) into (4) 

• • 
V = 1 R + L i + Kg e 

V = R(i + i L/R) + K e g 

(7) 

the electrical time constant will be ignored for two reasons 

a. in com pari son to the mechanical time constant of the 

system It is negligible; excert perhaps as a "dead time" (see Appendix A, 

Photo. 16 and Chap. VI-l). 

b. in this approach the rotor has been considered to be 

restrained until the electrical transient 1s completed. 

Then I (7) becomes 

• V = i R + Kg e 

i = V/R - K
9 

e/R 

Substituting (9) into (6) 

•• • A-- I ·; J e ~ f e = - K '¥ e (V R - Kg e R) 

then 
let K ¢/R = B 

J ·e + (f - B Kg e) e + B V e = 0 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

It can be shown, see Chap. VI-1 and Figs. 8 and 8A1 that e (or equally well 

e) and the induced EIV:F are damped sinusoids. Hence I acceptance of the 

term B Kg 8 e as having negligible effect is justihed. Therefore I ( 11) 

becomes 

(12) 

where e(O -r) = ry'z 
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taking La Place Transforms and solving for E results in 

E = J TV 2 ( s +· f/J) (13) 

s 2 
1 s f/J + B V /J 

but ~ = n;z- E 

therefore 

J (s + f/J) J 
s 2 + s f/J + B V/J 

(14) 

The response to a step voltage input of a step servo motor can 

therefore be approximated by a linear second order expression. 

In the actual physical system the rotor responds to the step input 

voltage and is under no restraint; in order to reflect this the ordinates 

of Figs. 7 - 10 have been labelled Go/Vi. 

2. Motor Failure Response. 

In addition to the tests required to determine the transient response 

of the stepper motor, it was desired to conduct tests which would indicate 

the operational limits of th~ motor in responding to a program of forward 

and reverse pulses. Exhaustive investigation of this parameter included 

variation of supply voltage and variation of pulse spacing for each program. 

It is apparent that at least two factors will effect the motor's ability 

to answer any given program. First, and presumably for.amost, the 

mechanical inertia of the motor rotor should prevent it from responding 

with the speed necessary to answer very high rate programs, for the 
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1nertia could be such as to overcome the magnetic forces produced 

between the flux vector and the rotor. Secondly I and probably much 

less pronounced 1 the rotor itself can generate EMF's in the stator 

windings and thus effectlvely reduce th2 strength of the resolved flux 

vector. Obviously 1 both of these factors depenrl to a very great extent 

upon the speed which the motor rotor attains while attempti'ng to respond 

to a program. Consequently I it can be presumed that some "worst 

program" will e~st which causes the rotor to attain its highest speed 

while answering this partlcular sequence of forward pulses. If such can 

occur I it is then also possible that I when the pulse program reverses I 

the inertia of the rotor will cause it to overshoot the last commanded 

forward position by such an amount that it fails to see some subsequent 

reverse pulse as one tending to pull it in a CCW duection 1 but rather 

as one which pulls it in a CW direction. In the event such a phenoxneno:1 

does occur 1 it must be concluded that the stepper motor has failed to 

follow the command input I and has "lost digital accuracy" . The term, 

"lost digital accuracy" will therefore be used to indicate a malfunction 

of the stepper motor of such a nature that the motor rotor fails to respond 

correctly to each pulse of a program, and consequently fails to return to 

t.~e desired steady state positlon; synonymously this will be referred to 

as "motor failure". 

Further testing was plann~d in order to determine the motor's ability 

to respond to a program of uni-directional pulses I simulating the 

uni-directional slewing of the motor. In order to view the resolver 
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envelope on the oscilloscope and obtain meaningful and intelltgible 

data, however, it is necessary to cause the motor to move in such a 

manner that it has a finite steady state period during which time the 

resolver envelope is at a null (minimal) value. Then I permanent 

departures from this steady state null condition during the interval 

between programs indicate a malfunction of the stepper motor. Conse

quently I slewing tests consisted of a series of forward pulses followed 

by a rest time followed I in tur:1, by a series of reverse pulses which 

returned the resolver envelope to null. It was anticipated that increasing 

the pulse repetition rate (PRR) would produce a condition of "synchronous" 

speed similar to that explained above I which would caus3 the stepper 

motor rotor to be unable to settle out to its new commanded position prior 

to the series of reverse pulses. 
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VI 

TEST RESULTS 

1. Transient Analysis. 

The results of static torque testing the Size 11 motor are presented 

on Fig. 6 and I while it is true l:hat little ind1cation of dynamic conditions 

may be obtained from them I they indicate that initially the torque varies 

approximately as a linear function of small angular displacements of the 

rotor. 

The transient response of the Size 11 motor to a step input is 

presented in Fig. 7 as a solid line. The actual response I indicated as 

the envelope of the 800 cycles per second resolver excitation I was traced 

from Midwestern Recorder tapes and transferred to a transparency from 

which a slide was made. This permitted projection of the step response 

at a suitable magnification level thus allowing response curves to be 

obtained vn thout the necessity of point by point plotting. In order to 

facilitate analysis of the step response the curve was magnified approxi

mately twice that presented in Fig. 7; the actual size of the envelope 

obtained during testing is presented as Rotor Position in Fig. 8. Tha 

large projection of the transient response yielded the information listed 

in Table VI-I. 

Assuming 17.3 milliseconds as a resonable half-period of the 

transient oscillating frequency (see Fig. 7} and using a standard 
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TABLE VI-I 

Response Data for a Size 11 Motor 

======~~=~==~==~~~~====r=======~~==~r===============~ 

I Normalized l Amplitude 
Time 

(mi 111 seconds) 

First Peak Overshoot l. 49 21.3 

First Peak Undershoot 0.78 38.8 

Second Peak Overshoot l. 085 55.5 

Second Peak Undershoot 0.97 69.2 

First Steady State Crossing 13.0 

Second Steady State Crossing 31.7 

Third Steady State Crossing 
I 

48.9 

Fourth Steady State Crosswg Jl 
l_ -- -----------

65.0 

approach (Ref. 1, p. 389} the damping factor, 'f , and natural frequency, 

W n, were determined to be 0. 27 and 188. l radians/second, respectively. 

Using this information the transient response of a second order system 

was calculated and is presented on Fig. 7 as a broken line. The second 

order curve is translated three milliseconds to the right in order to 

compe:1sate for the finite rise time of current in the actual syst~m 

(see Photo. 16 of Appendix A). Photo. 16 was taken at a sweep speed 

of one millisecond per centimeter; the scope prese:1tation is ten centimeters 

in length; and the current rise time is approximately thres milliseconds. 
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It can be said with reasonable certainty that m(Jtor size has a direct 

effect upon this "dead time" I i.e. a large rotor inertia wlll require a 

significant magnitude of current in the windings before movement 

occurs and therefore a longer delay time will pass before this magnitude 

of current is attained. That is I it is physically impossible to impose 

the st~p current necessary to produce a step driving force. A com pari son 

of the empirical response with the response of a theoretical sec ond order 

system shows the correlation to be sufficiently close to permit approXlmation 

by second order curves. This just1fies the lineanzing assumptions made in 

Chapter V. 

In order to damonstrate the v~l ue and utility of the step i nput response 

information to the designer I the tail-end response of the motor to a four 

forward - four reverse program was approx1mated by the theoretical second 

order curve of Fig. 7 and suitably modified to comp2nsate for the initial 

conditions being other than zero. Actually I the modification was a factor 

of unity in this instance and was determ1ned by comparing the respective 

over~hoots in the program re sponse to the overshoots in a linear system 

responding to a step input. The reasoning I of course I being that if the 

motor were linear I its response to a step imposed at an instant when there 

wer~ finite initial conditions (which is the case for the program response) 

would be changed only by the rat1o of the overshoots. It is not suggested 

that this approach can be used for predicting responses to a progrum I 

since to determine the overshoot ratio would require informatl cm from the 
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response to be predicted. The results of this approach do, however, 

indicate the excellent correlation between the program response and that 

obtained from a linear second order system (see Fig. 7PJ. If this is 

considered sufficient assurance, then the design engineer could take 

inverse La Place Transforms of the regulating equations, after substituting 

the initial conditions of interest I and obtain a good approximation of the 

transient response that could be expected. A possible explanation as to 

why the overshoot ratio turned out to be unity in this case m1ght be that 

at the time of imposing the last reverse pulse the potential energy introduced 

(between instantaneous and commanded rotor position) plus the kinetic 

energy of the rotor coincidentally equalled the potential energy normally 

introduced for a step input with zero initial conditions. Other programs 

that might be checked to verify this theory were not available at the time 

of this discovery; future investigations in this area could provide decisive 

information. 

Returning to Fig. 7 A, the solid line is the transient response of the 

stepper motor to the last reverse pulse of a four forward - four reverse 

pulse train; the circled points show the response of a second order system 

(r=o.z?lwn= 1aB.1). 
I 

Considering the errors introduced by the 

magnification process, the approximation 1 s quite good. (The program 

traces were taken pr i.maril y for failure in forma lion, therefore that portion 

of the envelope presently under discussion was of secondary concern at 

the time of gathering data. Maximum usable recorder amplification was 
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used for the int3rmediate part of the failur·~ program I the trailing response 

therefore being presented at a diminished level. This situation required 

increased magnification of the trailing response segment of the transient 

curve thereby increasing the inherent error in the display.) 

Th a imposition of initial conditions appears to have a small but 

;1otJceable effect upon the settling time of the Size 11 motor. In the 

response to a step, the time from first crossover to the time for the 

response to pass within a ~ 10% tolerance band about steady state is a 

nominal 47 milliseconds. The response to the last revorse pulse in a 

four forward - four reverse puJ se train damps t:J within the same band in 

about 42 milliseconds. It must be emphasized that general conclusions 

cannot be drawn from this particular case; th~ results are presented for 

qualitative purposes only. 

Fig. 8 was obtained by analyzing the current information (with load) 

presented in Fig. 8A; the manner in which this analysis was performed 

is discussed under Failure Analysis later in this Chapter I where the same 

basic procedure was used. It is of interest to note the remarkable 

similarity between no-load currents and the currents obtained when the 

stepper motor was linked to the resolver through the anti-backlash gear 

train. The almost complete equivalence of these traces justifies the 

concept that the pickoff dev1ce used (r~solver and gear train) had a 

negligible loading effect upon the motor. Hand loading the motor produced 

quite square current traces thus indicating the effect of any significant 
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loading upon the motor I 1. e. elimination of the induced EMF humps in 

the current traces. 

Fig. 9 depicts the transient response of the Size ll motor Wlthout 

anti-backlash gears in the gear train linking the motor to the resolver. 

(The backlash setup is pictured in Ill us. 3.) A gear ratio of 80: l was 

used; Photo. 15 indicates the backlash response for a 31.5:1 gear ratio. 

The degree of backlash introduced by this setup was measured in the 

following manner: A four forward - four reverse pulse train was imposed 

and an oscillograph record was made. After the fourth forward pulse I all 

of the backlash in the system was presumably taken up so when the 

system was subjected to the first reverse pulse, system backlash became 

evident. By comparing the different resolver levels a measure of backlash 

was obtained. For the 80: l gear ratio used there was found to be 7. 9 

minutes of backlash in the system. The effect of this backlash is apparent 

in Fig. 9 but the influence upon digital accuracy is not so obvious. For 

example, the use of a stepper motor with a 1000:1 reduction gear ratio 

would result in a resolver rotation of 5. 4 minutes for a 90 degree motor 

rotation. The use of any gear train with magnitudes of backlash amounting 

to 5. 4 minutes or more is out of the question. The necessity of ant1-

backla sh gears when using the stepper motor for all except the crudest of 

tasks is easily comprehended. 

The response of the Size 8 motor to a step input did not lend itself 

to correlat1on with a second order system. Initial checks of the Size 8 
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motor "quadrant accuracy" provided the following information: 

Command Respor1se 

0° to 90° 0° tc 7 6° 

90° to 180° 76° to 180° 

180° to 270° 1800 to 256° 

270° to 0° 256° to 0° 

The importance of the orthogonality of the flux vectors produced 

by the excited stator coil windings cannot be overemphasized. Physical 

asymmetry of the coil geometry I non-equivalence of ampere-turns or any 

other phenomena leading to the production of two flux vectors which are 

not mutual! y perpendicular I equal in magnitude and coli near with their 

conjugates will result in a motor incapable of stepping in precise 

90 degree increments. This was the case with tho Size 8 motor investigated 

and the results are clearly demonstrated by the response to a step presented 

in Fig. 10 . 

Any one of the anomalies mentioned could produce skewed flux vectors. 

As the rotor oscillates about its final steady state position in response to 

a step input it moves not into uniform flux fields on each side of steady 

state but into fields with greater or lesser strength as a function of the 

given anomaly. Hence I in moving into a weaker field an overshoot would 

tend to exceed that f'Jr a symmetnc syster.1, just as entry into a stronger 

field would cause a reduction in the magnitude of overshoot (or undershoot). 

The combined effect is to introduce non-linearity into the response; how 
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much of this phenomena can be tolerated in a give n system can be 

decided only by the designer. 

For these reasons I the transient results for the Size 8 motor and 

the static torque tests of Fig. 11 are of only qualitative interest. 

2. Motor Failure Analysis. 

The failure run data indicated in Figs. 12 through 16 were obtained 

using the Midwestern Recorder tapes of resolver output and current 

responses in each motor field winding. These data were then analyzed 

to obtain information on the resolved flux vector and the rotor velocity. 

The Midwestern Recorder Oscillograph tapes provided a trace of the 

modulated 800-cycle envelope representing stepper motor response to an 

imposed program 1 and a trace of the current flowing through each stator 

winding in the stepper motor. The envelope of the resolver output was 

analyzed to obtain the velocity of the motor rotor by taking finite 

differences and obtaining approximate average velocities over appropriate 

time int2rval s. 

As explained in Appendix B I the current traces show the actual current 

flowing through the stator windings of the stepper motor I therefore I they 

are a direct indication of the flux being created. Consequ.:;ntly I for 

analysis I the amplitude of each current was measured at a given time I 

the U and U currents were combined to give a resultant vector and, 

similarly, the V and V currents w_ere combined to give a resultant vector. 

(Note: the introduction of power gates produced a 180 degree phase 
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reversal between the motor and the logic circuit.) These two vectors were 

then plotted on polar coordinates I and a third resolved vector obtained 

by the vector addition of the resultant vectors o The amplitude and angle 

of this resolved vector were plotted at the given time o 

As an example I refer to Fig 0 14, at t = 10 milliseconds the currents 

are as follows: 

U Current = 0 07 

U Current = o 81 

V Current = . 7 l 

V Current = o 2 1 

Resultant current= . 74 U 

Resultant current = • 50 V 

By vector addition on the polar plane, the resolved vector is: 

Amplitude = . 90 Angle = 56° 

Referring to Fig. 13 1 the resolved flux vector plots sh0w an amplitude 

of . 90 and an angle of 56 degrees at t = 10 milliseconds. Sufficient points 

were thus obtained to produce a smooth curve of amplitude and angle o 

Fig. 15 shows the positions of the motor rotor and the resolved flux 

vector during steady state and immediately after each individual pulse 

was imposed o In addition I the direction in which the motor rotor was 

moving is indicated I as is the direction in which it was being pulled by 

the flux vector o Vlhen following the forward pulse portion of the program, 

the motor rotor should have been moving continuously in a clockwise 

direction; and when following the reverse pulse portion of the program I the 

motor rotor should have been moving continuously in a counterclockwise 
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direction. (Recall that 360 degrees rotation of the stepper motor rotor 

results in only 5 degrees rotation of the resolver. Thus, both Figs. 13 

and 15 must be used in order to determine whether or not a given program 

was followed successfully.) 

It must be remembered that the flux vector amplitudes shown are not 

necessarily the correct amplitude in webers. However, the assumption 

that current was directly proportional to magnetic flux strength is reasonable 

since good design procedure dictates operation on the linear portion of the 

B-H curve. 

The primary purpose behind showing the resolved flux vector amplitude 

and angle is to indicate that the induced EMF effect was not sufficient to 

cause the stepper motor to malfunction. This becomes obvious when 

Figs. 13 and 15 are analyzed. It can be seen that the stepper motor rotor 

successfully followed the entire forward pulse train and the first reverse 

pulse. How ever, when the second reverse pulse command was given 1 the 

stepper motor rotor was almost 220 degrees away from the next commanded 

position (indicated by the dotted flux vector). Consequently I the rotor 

answered the pulse I i.e. was attracted to th~ flux vector, through the 

lesser 140 degree angle. But this meant that the rotor moved in the 

forward direction instead of the reverse direction. The third reverse 

pulse moved the flux vector another 90 degrees counterclockwise. At L'1at 

time I the angle between the motor rotor and the flux vector was about 

300 degrees in the reverse direction, and only 60 degrees in the forward 
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direction. Therefore I the rotor was again pulled along in the forward 

direction instead of being moved correctly in the reverse direct1on. 

Subsequent pulses caused the flux vector to be rotated counterclockwise 

until it resumed the steady state position. However, the rotor was moved 

away from the original steady state position by more than 360 degrees I 

consequently, when the pulse program ceas~:?d, the rotor came to rest at 

the proper angle I but 360 degrees away from the proper steady state 

position. Thus, it can be said that the motor lost its ability to reproduce 

the input, since it did not return to the proper steady state position. 

Inspection of the flux vector traces on Fig. 13 shows that neither the 

resolved flux vector nor the resolved flux angle departed appreciably from 

the values which they assumed when the.motor was successfully following 

a program. The aberrations in flux magnitude and angle were a result of 

induced EMF and were not sufficient to cause a loss of digital accuracy. 

Therefore I it can be stated that the failure of the motor rotor was a direct 

result of mechanical inertia causing the motor rotor to overshoot by such 

an angle that it was incapable of following the command input. This 

rotor inertia caused the motor rotor to respond incorrectly to tho second 

reverse pulse of a five forward - five reverse program. 

Similar analysis indicates that inertial failures occurred at the 

second reverse pulse of a three forward - three reverse program and the 

second reverse pulse of a four forward - four reverse program. Fig. 16 

shows the resolver envelope of these programs imm~diatel y before and at 

the time of motor failure. 
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TABLE VI-11 

MOTOR FAILURE DATA FOR SEVERAL PROGRAMS AND SUPPLY VOLTAGES 
SIZE 11 MOTOR 

Program Pulse Repetition Rate 
Supply at Motor Fa1lure 

Forward Reverse Voltage (pulses per second} I 

3 3 -25.5 95 

4 4 -25.5 96 

5 5 1 -25.5 10 1 

3 3 -28 96 I 
I 

4 4 -28 98 j 

j 
I I 
I ! 

5 5 -28 I 106 I I I I 

I I I I 
I 

I 

! 
I 

3 3 
I 

-29.5 100 I 
I 4 4 -29.5 I 103 I I I 

I 
5 5 

I 
-29.5 I 107 

I 
6 6 

I 

! -29.5 10 6 
I 

i 

3 3 -31 98 

4 4 -31 !02 

5 5 -31 10 6 

3 3 -33.5 100 

4 4 -33.5 10 6 

5 5 -33.5 119 

The results of the foregoing tests shnw that the three forward -

three reverse pulse program caused failure to occur at the lowest pulse 

repetition rate. The average motor failure, with a supply voltage of 
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-29.5 volts I for the three forward - three reverse program occurred at 

100 pulses per second. In addition to this failure testing at -29 . 5 

volts I failure runs were conducted at -25.5 I -28 I -311 and -33.5 volts 

supply voltage. From Table VI-II it is apparent that the pulse repetition 

rate at motor failure varied w1 th the supply voltage. However I 1 t should 

b;.; noted that the three forward - three reverse program was the worst in 

every instance. 

Further investigations were conducted to ascertain the effect of 

applying a sequence of pulses in one direction I (slewing re span se) 

followed by a finite rest time, and then applying an opposite! y directed 

sequence of pulses in order to return the resolver to the null position. 

The Wang Pulse Generator could only provide a combined total of 12 

forward and/or reverse pulses although the word length could be made 

64 digits long. Thus, the two practical programs available were the 

four-four-four and three-six-L~ree. Table VI-III shows the results of 

these tests. It is clear that the performance of the motor was greatly 

TABLE VI- III 

MOTOR FAILURE DATA FOR PROGRM1S WITH FINITE REST TIME 
SIZE 11 MOTOR 

Program Pulse Repetition Rate 
Forward Rest Reverse Supply at Motor Failure 
Pulses Time Pulses Voltage (pulses per second) 

3 6 3 -29.5 17 5 

4 4 4 -29.5 17 2 
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improved by providing a finite rest time betweer. the forward pulse 

sequence and the reverse pulse sequence. 

In order to determine what effect, if any, would result from instan

taneous imposition of a program of pulses at a relatively high pulse 

repetition rate, the drive c1rcuit input was disabled and then enabled 

while the Wang Pulse Generator was pulsing at a rate just slightly less 

than the motor failure rate shown in Table VI-II. In every case, the 

motor responded correctly. Failure could only be caused by increasing 

the pulse repetition to the value shown in Table VI- II. Therefore, it 

seems reasonable to assume that stepper motor failure ln response to a 

program of pulses was independent of: 

a. method of imposing program, and 

b. pulse width, 

and, that stepper motor failure WdS a definite function of: 

a. number of forward and reverse pulses applied 

b. pulse repetition rate 

c. stepper motor stator coil supply voltage 

d. rest time allowed between forward pulse train and r~verse 

pulse train. 

Of course, the foregoing is true only if the geometrical, ampere-turn 

and other requirements mentioned under Transient Analysis are met. 

Finally, in order to obtain a general pattern of motor behavior for 

increased pulse repetition rate from well below the failure PRR to well 
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above the failure PRR I a three forward - three reverse program was 

imposed and pulse spacing decreased while motor behav1or was observed 

qual ita ti vel y. The motor behavior was as follows: 

a. Motor followed normally. 

b. Motor began to miss pulses (the failure point). 

c. .l\1otor began to run continuously in one direction. 

d. Motor ceased running continuous! y and began to oscillate 

rapidly (pulse repetition rate approximate! y equal to 

200 pulses per second). 

e. Motor began to run continuous! y again I but at a much 

slower RPM than in c. above. (This occurred at a PRR 

equal to 29 0 pulses per second; the same PRR at which 

logic circuit failure occurred - see Appendix B.) 

f. Motor ceased running continuously and began to oscillate 

at a frequency even higher than that in d. above. (PRR 

was approximately 625 pulses per second and logic 

circuit was dividing.) 

g. Motor began to run continuously in one direction. 

(Logic circuit response indicated that the logic circuit 

was answenng only one input pulse I and thus was sending 

only one step to the motor.} 

It is obvious that true motor response ended at b. above. However 1 

when proper! y excited by the logic circuit I the motor was capable of 

extremely high speed I very- small-amplitude osciJ lations. 
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Size.§_ - Analysis of Failure Run 

Fig. 17 shows the resolver env.:lopes for the Size 8 stepper motor 

just before and at failure in response to a five forward - five reverse 

program. 

Several interesting featmes are apparent in Fig. 17. First, both 

the upper and lower traces show motor failure due to a five - five 

program. The upper trace is the response which res ul t0d when the motor 

rotor was at an initlal position uf 329 degrees; this corresponded to a 

logic circuit condition of U and V en.=rgized (this was really the condit:on 

on the motor side of the power gate). The lower trace is the response 

which resulted when the motor rotor was at 149 degrees ln the steady 

state; this corresponded to a logic circuit condition of U and V energL~ed 

(again on the motor side of t!L~ power gates). In the first instance I motor 

failure occurred when the pulse spaci;1g was decreased to about 8. 5 

milliseconds. However I when the motor rotor was at an initial position 

of 149 degrees I failure did not occur until pulse sracing was reduced to 

5. 8 milliseconds. The failure at a pulse spacing of 8. 5 milliseconds will 

hereafter be referred to as the "anomalous" failure and the failure at 

5. 8 milliseconds as the normal failure I. since I for a three forward -

three reverse program failure occurred at a spacing of 7. 6 mill! seconds 

and for a four for.vard - four reverse program at a spacing of 6. 4 milli

seconds; therefore I it is reasonable that spacing at failure should 

decrease below 6. 4 milliseconds for a five forward - five reverse program, 
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and the assignment of the 5. 8 milliseconds spacing as a normal failure 

would appear to be plausible. 

Recalling that the Size 8 motor has a mark~d asymmetry in its 

windings; the motor rotor positions were: 

IDEAL ACTUAL DEGRt:ES OF ROTATION 
{in degrees) (in degrees) 

From To From To Ideal Actual 

315 45 3 29 45 90 76 

45 135 45 149 90 104 

135 225 149 225 90 76 

225 315 225 329 90 104 

It is seen that failures occurred when the motor rotor was within the 

104 degree arc. Further analys1s has shown that the behavior of the 

resolved flux vector was essentially the same for both the normal and 

anomalous failures. Consequc.:ntly I it must be prGsumed that this 

failure was peculiar to the particular motor tested and was I perhaps I a 

result of unmeasured aberraUons in the flux field 1 pole spacing and 

winding geometries. 

The relative effects of reduc1ng motor size are I however, portrayed 

i:1 the transient response (see Fig. 10) as well as the failure runs in 

Fig. 17. The transient osclltating frequency was apparently increased 

and the "dead t1me" effects due to mot0r winding time constant were 

reduced. Reluctance path considerations were not investigated in any 
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d~tail but it should be mentioned that the Size 8 motor was influenced 

visibly by this phenomenon- significantly more than the Size ll in any 

case. Hand rotation of the motor shaft was met with little opposition 

in the Size ll; in rotating the shaft of the Size 8, howev2r, a de finite 

"rachet effect" could be felt as thd permanent magnet rotor passed by 

the stator slots and exhibited a pronounced preference for remaining in 

the path of least reluctance. In order to maximize the torqu3 producing 

capabilities of the smaller motor the air gap between rotor and pole 

pieces was apparently reduced in a greater proportion than the decrease 

in motor casing size. If this design philosophy 1s always followed it 

may be presumed that magnetic path effects may play a larger role in 

both the transient response and the failure point of the Size 8 motor. 
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VII 

CONCLUSIONS 

On the basis of the results of the preceding investigations I it can 

be concluded that small step servo motors are very useful as pulse 

integrators in both control and computer applications. Their shaft 

output can be used to produce th~ algebraic. sum of an input consisting 

of discrete pulses. 

Specifically I it was determined that the Size 11 Stepper Motor 

transient r0sponse to a step input could be approximated using linear 

second order theory. Application of this theory to determine the damping 

ratio, natural frequency I transient oscillating frequency I and settling 

time, req uircd that certain lin.~ari zing as surnption s be made. The actual 

damping ratio and natural frequency obtained by testing the Size 11 Motor 

were 'f = 0. 27 and Wn = 188. 1 radians/ second. 

Experimental results implied that response to a program could be 

predicted from linear second order theory but insufficient data were 

available to justify a genaral statement. The derivation of a genaralized 

theory for the step per motor requires consid0ration of reluctance path 

effects upon motor response. 

In addition, it was shown that the Size 11 Stepper Motor was limited 

in its ability to resoond to a program of sequential pulses. Thi3 

limitation was a result of rotor inertia overcoming the magnetic attraction 

between the resolved flux vector and the permanent magnet rotor. Thus, 
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the effect .)f rotor size upon the point at which digttal accuracy is 

lost must be weighed against the torques which the motor will be required 

to produce and a design compromise made. 

It was also demonstrated that there existed a "worst program" of 

sequenced pulses; this program caused the motor rotor inertia to induce 

motor failure at a lower pi.llse repetition rate than any other program. 

For th;; Size ll Motor, the worst program was one of three forward pulses 

followed immediat·~ly by three reverse nulses; with loss of digital accuracy 

occuning at approximately 100 pulses per second. 
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APPENDIX A 

OSCILLOSCOPE PHOTOGRAPHS 

This Appendix is composed solely of oscilloscope photographs of the 

responses of the logic circuit or stepper motor. It is intended to provide 

a qualitative indication of circuit or motor performance and should not be 

used to obtain quantitative information. All the photos contained herein 

were made with a Land Polaroid Fixed Focus Camera mounted on the face 

of a four-gun oscilloscope. Since the Land Fixed Focus Camera was 

designed for use with conventional circular tube cathode-ray oscilloscopes, 

it was not possible to comJ.;letely compensate for th2 squara face of the 

four-gun scope. Con sequ·~ntl y, the image sharpness of these photos 1 s 

not qulte up to standard. Nonetheless, they provide a qualitative 

representation of circuit and motor response. 
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APPENDIX 3 

EXPLANATION OF LOGIC CIRCUIT MODIFICATIONS 

1. RC Coupler M odification 

Iniual attempts to determine stepper motor limitations met with no 

success, for, in every instance, the logic circuit state moved one step 

forward immediately pnor to what appeared to be motor fallure. There 

was no immediate! y obvious reason for logic circuit failure. Therefore, 

in order to investigate thoroughly the logic circuit response, it was 

disconnected from the stepper motor and 1 SO-ohm resistors were substi-

tut2d for each motor stator winding (since the measured resistance of the 

coils was 150 ohms~ S ohms). Then the Wang Pulse Generator output 

was fed, through the ernHter-follower, 1nto the logic circuit, and the 

logic circuit output, across the l S 0 -ohm re s1stors, was measured. 

Thus, the voltage waveforms across the simulated windings could be 

viewed on the oscilloscope. 

Photos. 1 through 6 of Append1x A show logic cucu1t responses to 

various programs. Photo. l shows the response immediately prior to 

circuit failure for the one forward pulse program (upper section) and the 

one forward followed by one reverse program (lower section). Photos. 2 

through 6 indicate the response of the logic circuit to two forward - two 

reverse three forward - three reverse, four forward - four reverse, five , 

forward - five reverse, and six forward - six reverse programs. Each of 

these photographs shows the logic circuit response immeciiatcly prior to 
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and immediately after logic circuit div1s1on occurred. For example, 

in Photo. 3, the upper oscilloscope photograph shows the logic circuit 

responding properly to all forward and reverse pulses; in the lower 

photograph, however, it j s seen that the logic circuit fails to answer 

the first reverse pulse. Similarly, all other lower photographs of this 

set show the logic circuit failing to answer the first reverse pulse. 

W.ith a forward pulse train applied, the logic circuit ceased to 

respond (by normal flipflop action) and began dividing (answering every 

other pulse) at a pulse repetition rate of 155 puls2s per second. Next, 

a program of one forward pulse immediate! y followed by one reverse 

pulse was applied to the logic circuit. The logic circuit responded 

correctly, only one flipflop operating, until a pulse repetition rate of 

80 pulses per second was attained, at which time both flipflops were 

activated by the input, and division occurred. Oscilloscope investigation 

of the waveforms at nodes within the logic circuit indicated that the time 

constant of the RC coupler immediately preceding the steering diode was 

so high, RC = 7. 5 milliseconds, that 1 t could not recover in the 6. 5 

milliseconds between pulses of the one forward pulse program. 

Since a forward pulse followed by a reverse pulse should trigger the 

same flipflop, it then became obvious that the logic circuit failure was a 

result of the inability of the RC coupler to pass the two consecutive 

pulses. Consequently, the time constant of this coupler was changed to 

2. 2 milliseconds by substituting a 22 kilohm resistor and a 0. 1 microfarad 

capacitor. 
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TABLE B-I 

LOGIC CIRCUIT LIMIT TEST RESULTS 
(with 150-ohm resistors simulating motor windings) 

Program Word 
Length (bits) 

1 fwd. 21 

1 fwd. - 1 rev. 21 

2 fwd. - 2 rev. 21 

3 fwd. - 3 rev. 21 

4 fwd. - 4 rev. 21 

5 fwd. - 5 rev. 21 

6 fwd. - 6 rev. 21 

PRR at 
Failure (pps) 

560 

288 

286 

286 

290 

295 

275 I 

Remarks 

In all cases logic 
circuit began 
dividing. 

Table B-I shows th~ pulse repetition rate at failure for the various 

programs imposed with the 150-ohm resistors simulating the windings. 

From Table B-I it is apparent that, with this new coupler I the logic 

circuit limitation for a uni-directional program was about l. 8 milliseconds 

pulse spacing (PRR = 560 pps) and for all bi-directional programs was 

about 3. 5 milliseconds (PRR == 288 pps). These tests were conducted on 

both channels of the logic card I and results were almost identical. 

2. Power Gate M .. dification 

Having reduced the time sonstant of the steering diode RC coupler 

to an acceptable value, the lugic circuit was reconnected to the motor 

':"indings and runs were made to determine the pattern of motor response 
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during normal operation. Photos. 7 through 10 show typical resolver 

output envelopes for various input programs. It is clear that the 

stapper motor was following the command faithfully. Then I pulse 

spacing was reduced to investigate th'.~ time of motor failure. However I 

as pulse spacing decreased, the flipflop voltage traces began to lose 

their square wave characteristics. These departures resulted from EMF's 

generated in the windings of the motor. Photo. ll (upper photograph) 

shows a voltage trace with thes~ pronounced induced EMF effects. 

As the pulse repetition rate was increased I it became obvious that 

the logic state at some point within the program would change. Photo. ll 

shows the U voltage; in the upper section can be seen the voltage at a 

high pulse repetition rate, with its pronounced induced EMF "hump"; 

in the lower section is seen the same U voltage with the pulse repetition 

increased by a very slight amount I and it is apparent that the region 

where the previous EMF "hump" was has now changed state to U energized. 

(The "base line" for the traces is approx1mately -27 volts I and this 

condition exists when a coil is not energized; i.e. when the ~ssociated 

trans1stor is cut off. A change to the endrgized condition is indicated by 

the rise of the trace from -27 volts to approximately -4 volts.) These 

phenomena occurred at relatively low pulse repetition rates (7 6 pulses 

per second in Photo. ll), and t.'1us prevented analysis of the failure 

point of the stepper motor. 

Concurrent! y with the check of response to reduced pulse spacing 

for various programs I a program of checking the effect of varying B 
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TABLE B-II 

VARIATION OF LOGIC CIRCUIT FAILURE WITH SUPPLY VOLTAGE 

WHERE FAILURE IS A RESULT OF INDUCED EMF EFFECT 

Pulse Program 

Forward Reverse 

3 
4 
5 
6 

3 
4 
5 
6 

3 
4 
5 
6 

3 
4 
5 
6 

3 
4 
5 
6 

3 
4 
5 
6 

3 
4 
5 
6 

3 
4 
5 
6 

I 

Supply 
Voltage 

-22 
-22 
-22 
-22 

-24 
-24 
-24 
-24 

-28 
-28 
-28 
-28 

-29.5 
-29.5 
-29.5 
-29.5 

PRR 
At Logic Circuit 

Failure 
(pps) 

60 
61. 5 
58 
60.5 

64 
70 
60.5 
64.5 

71 
75 
66 

(no data) 

72 
82 
69 
77 

Remarks 

Worst Program 

Worst Program 

Worst Program 

Worst Program 

I I --------··- ·----l 
All above data based upon a stGady state flipflop condition of 1 Note: 
U and V energized. Data for U and V energized is identical. 

1
1 

To obtain data for U and V energized or U and V energized, 
decrease each of above readings approximately as follows: 

3 forward - 3 reverse : 25% 

I 4 forward - 4 reverse : 15% 

L -----------5--fo_r_w_a_r_d __ -_5_r_e_v_er_s_e __ : __ l_3_% ___________ __ _ 6 forward - 6 reverse : 9% 

I 
I 

-_I 
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(stator) supply voltage was in progress. Table B-II shows the results 

of these voltage variation tests. In essence, the ability of the motor 

to respond to various programs is directly related to the motor stator 

supply voltage. As voltage decreases, the limiting pulse repetition 

rate decreases for each type of program. It should be noted that the 

lowest pulse repetition rate limit was obtained using a five forward -

five reverse pulse program with -22 volts to the stator windings. 

As explained below, these failures were caused by induced EMF's. 

The motor rotor attained its greatest angular velocity when the five 

forward - five reverse pulse program was applied; therefore, the induced 

EMF was greatest for that program. It would seem that the six forward -

six reverse program should have caused equal or greater rotor velocity 

but some reflect1on on the command sequence will indicate why it did 

not. The sixth command could have rotat~d the resolved flux vector to 

such a position I relative to the instantaneous location of the rotor that 

a retarding force was exerted. Consequent! y, a smaller induced EMF 

was generated. Thus, because of its larger induced EMF's, the five 

forward - five reverse program caused earliest failure. 

The logical explanation for this phenomena is to be found in the 

analysis of the effects of the EMF generated by the stepper motor. 

(See Fig. l). By viewing the signal at the common emitter junction I 

it was possible to verify the fact that the induced EMF produced a 

sufficiently strong signal to falsely trigger the flipflops. Consider, 
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then, Fig. 1 with Q1 of the U fhpflop in a saturated cond1tion: then the 

S2-S3 motor winding is conducting heavlly. It was established 

experimentally that the induced EMF 1n the motor winding can attain a 

nominal value of some 10 volts; this means that an effective- 19 volts 

appears at S3 (since tht::! entire voltage drop must be -29 volts, and 

10 volts of this was being supplied by induced EMF, the resultant 1 s 

-29 + 10 = -19), but the S3 side of the U line is known to be at about 

-4 volts, so -15 volts is being dropped across the internal ra si stance of 

the motor winding instead of -25 volts. This means that less current is 

being drawn in this winding. But, if less currant 1s being drawn, th.:m 

less emitter current is flowing. Less current running in tha emitter leg 

means a smaller voltage drop across the 32-ohm resistor (at the common 

emitter) , 1. e. instead of being at -4 volts, this voltage level will be 

nearer ground. This will tend to send Q2 into conduction, cutting off Q 1 

due to cross-coupling action. The U flipflop then changes state, and 

the logic circuit "fails" on a false impulse resulting from the induced 

EMF. (For an explanation of circuit operation sec Appendix C.) 

During the foregoing tests, a definite pattern of CHcuit failure 

became appar2nt. Failure points seemed to be dependent upon the steady 

state condition of the logic circuit flipflops (the initial angular position 

of the resolved flux vector). In fact, it was noted that there was a 

definite relation between the failure points and the initial angular 

location of the resolved flux vector. When either U and V or U and V 
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were e nergi z ed I failure occurred at a s ome what h igher pulse repetition 

rate tha n when U and V or U a nd V were energized. This phenomenon was 

repeatable for all values of supply voltage. In every case I the failure 

was a logic circuit failure due to induced EMF's reflected bdck. into the 

drive circuit and not a motor failure, per se. 

The explanation for the difference in failure points as a function of 

resolved flux vector initial position is relatively simple. Consider Fig. 2; 

it will be noted that th2 res olved flux vector will rotate 180 degrees when 

the logic state chang~s from U and V en8rgized to U and V energized; 

similar rotation occurs when the logic state changes from U and V energized 

to U and V energized. Very slight variations in logic circuit component 

values and motor winding inductances and resistances can cause th t:: 

strengths of these resolved flux vectors to be different, particularly under 

dynamic conditions. However I the resolved flux vectors seem to occur in 

pairs: a U -V and U -V pair and a U -V and U -V pair. The vectors in each 

pair were not conjugates, and the pairs were not of equal mag:1itude nor 

mutually perpendicular. Thus, th e strength of thd resolved flux vector 

w1ll be a function of the initial position of the flux vector and since the 

torque exerted on the rotor is I in turn I a function of flux strength, variations 

in these starting torques are to be expected. Greater torques will cause 

the rotor to move more rapidly, and I since induced EMF is proportional to 

dB , such induced EMF will be larger. This larger induced EMF will cause 
dt 

the voltage variation effects previously detailed to occur earlier, and thus 
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cause logic circu.it failure to occur earl1er. However, it must be 

emphasized that these variations are small and may not be susceptible 

to elimination by engineering design, since they are a result of normally 

acceptable variations in components. 

In order to prevent this false triggering of the logic circuit, a power 

gate buffer stage was added to the test circuitry. This additional circuit, 

which was nothing more than a set of transistorized relays, is shown 

schematically in Fig. 3. The action of the power gate circuit in elimina

ting the induced EMF effect in the logic circuit is plain in Photo. 12, 

which shows the U and V voltages on the logic circuit side of the power 

gate buffer. The introduction of the power gate circuit permitted conclu

sive testing of th8 stepper motor response independent of power flipflop 

deficiencies. 

A more pronounced and clearer indication of L'1a effect of the induced 

EMF's .in the motor windings tham selves is shown by the "current traces" 

of Photos. 18 through 21. These photographs show the voltage across 

a 3. 3 ohm resistor in series with each of the motor windings, and therefore 

may be regarded as current traces. The photographs were taken when 

pulse spacing was 10. l milliseconds; JUSt shortly prior to stepper motor 

failure. This technique for obtaining winding currents was repeated 

during motor failure testing with power gates using 10 ohm resistors in 

series with the windings (see Chapter VI). 
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APPENDIX C 

DETAILED EXPLANATION OF LOGIC CIRCUIT OPERATION 

A simplified explanation of logic circuit operation is contained in 

Chapter III. Th~ following is a detailed discussion of the manner in 

which the logic circuit is designed to cause sequential excitation of 

motor stator windings and corresponding rotation of the resolved flux 

vector. 

l. "And" and "Or" Gate Operation. 

Referring to Fig. 1, the "forward ln" (F) and "reverse in" (R) pulses 

entering the circuitry are negative type pulses. Their polarity is 

reversed by 2:1 step-up transformers (dotted side of winding to RF ground, 

hence the pulse is inverted). The "and'' gate is formed by three diodes. 

One of these in each case (F or R) is held at -12 volts. The U, V, U, 

V diodes are either at -4 or -27 volts depending on the state of the U and 

V flipflops. Consider as an isolated example the FUV "and" gate. The 

"and" gate operates such that the most negative voltage present at the 

cathode of one of the three diodes (FUV) becomes the voltage of the plate 

node, i.e. the plate is clamped (lossless diode) to the most negative 

potential present on the cathodes of th0 diodes. Thus, if either U or V 

are at -27 volts, a positive pulse into F will not be passed by the "and" 

gate since the plate node of FUV is at -27 volts. If, however, U and V 

are both at -4 volts, then the F diode is 1n a commanding position, i.e. 

with the plates of the F, U and V diodes at -12 (because F is at -12), 
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if a positive pulse is placed on the cathode of the F diode it 'Nill be 

passed. This positive pulse on the F cathode has the form 

+2 

-4 --+------- ----- --

Waveform A 

-12 

As the cathode of the F diode rises from -12 volts I the plate 

node(s) will follow this rise in slave fashion until the F cathode rises 

above -4 volts at which time the F diode is cut off. Thus, the net 

effect is for the "and" gate to pass a positive pulse of the form 

-4 ---,---- -·-- ------

Waveform B 

-12 

_l 
actual 

amplitude 
passed 

t 
This is directly coupled to the "or" gate. The "or" gate opern.tes such 

that the cathode nodes of the "or" gate diodes assume the most positive 

potential of the four available. Since the cathodes of the "or'' gate 

diodes are all held at -12 volts I as soon as the plate of any "or" gate 

diode begins to rise above -12 volts that diode will conduct. Hence I 

in the case of the FW "and" gate passing the B waveform I the topmost 

diode of the Q3 "or" gate in Fig. 1 will conduct and faithfully pass the 
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B waveform. The transistor Q3 is arranged to pass a positive pulse 

imposed upon the base of Q3; thus Q3 operates Cis an "emitter-follower 

driver". 

2. Operation of the Binary Flipflop Circuit. 

The circuitry is designed such that one collector voltage is -27 

volts when the other is -4 volts I see Fig. 1. Assume the collector of 

Q2 is at -27 volts (since the power supply is -29.5 and each motor winding 

is approximately 150 ohms causing a nominal 2.5 volt drop). The right 

plate of the coupling capacitor to Q2 is therefore at -27 volts and the 

left plate is at -12 before any signal is imposed. Since tho;.! collector of 

Q1 is at -4 the base of Q2 is at about -1.5 due to the 2 kilohm - 1 kilohm 

voltage divider. Under these conditions I the Q2 steering diode is in a 

non-conducting condition. 

It would appear that similar circumstances would dictate a -9 volt 

potential on the base of Ql. The power transistor I however, operates 

such that the collector and emitter are approximately at the same voltage 

levels; in this case -4. The- emitter-base junction of Ql then acts as a 

conducting diode and a heavy current flow occurs from emitter to base, 

this causes a very heavy collector current and the Q1 transistor is in its 

saturation state. The -4 potential is the clamping level sought since the 

emitter resistance is only 32 ohms and this low impedance will govern 

the clamping level. The 22K resistor plays no role during the saturation 

condition but enters the picture in the cutoff mode by arrang1ng for the 
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steering diode of the cutoff transistor to be han-conducting. 

The Q l steering diode is in a conducting condition I or at least 

ready to conduct. When the .. positive" pulse comes in from the emitter

follower it is insufficient to drive the Q2 steering diode into conduction 

and is passed to the base of the Ql transistor which is cut off by the 

pulse. The Q 1 collector heads toward a -27 volt potential and the drop 

is coupled to the Q 2 base driving it into conduction. 

The same conditions now pertain as before I but for the opposite 

transistor. The binary circuit has thus experienced a change of state. 

This change must be supplied to the logic matrix in order that it be in 

the correct condition to proper! y direct any succeeding pu1 ses to the correct 

flipflop. This intelligence must not be transmitted so quickly I however I 

that the "and" gates assume their new condition before th~ incoming pulse 

has had sufficient time to decay I i.e. the prospect of false triggering of 

the new matrix condition with the tail end of the same pulse which began 

the sequence must be avoided. To accomplish this, the intelligence is 

delayed by a typical RC delay circuit. The final voltages indicating the 

state of the flipflops to the "and" gates is reached well after the incoming 

pulse; i.e. after the incoming pulse has decayed to an amplitude incapable 

of producing a false trigger. Meanwhile I of course I the stepper motor 

rotor moves along to the orientation dictated by the new resolved magnetic 

flux vector. 

The two 67 66 Hughes d1odes are used for damping purposes I to prevent 

surges in the motor windings. 
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APPENDIX D 

NAMEPLATE DATA OF TEST EQUIPMENT 

Audio Signal Generator, Model 205AG, Hewlett-Packard Company 

Cathode Ray Oscilloscope, Four-Gun, Model K-470, Electronic Tube 
Corporation 

EPUT Meter, Model 5 21 OR-1, Beckman Instruments Company 

Oscillograph, 18 Channel, Model 616, Midwestern Instruments, Inc. 

Oscilloscope, Twin Beam, Type 531, with Type CA Dual Trace Plug-In 
Un1t, Tecktronix, Inc. 

Programmed Pulse Generator, Model 612A, Wang Laboratories, Inc. 

Pulse Motor, Model P022P SM 8, American Electronics, Inc. 

Regulated Power Supply, 0- 18 volts, l ampere, Model SC-18-1. 
KepCo Laboratories 

Regulated Power Supply, 0-36 volts, 1 ampere, Model SC-36-1, 
KepCo Laboratories 

Resolver, Part No. R-211, Luther Manufacturing Company 

Resolver, Differential, Type 3R982-013, Kearfott Company, Inc. 

Resolver, Synchro, Model IR11N8-155, American Electronics, Inc. 

Step Servo Motor, Part No. 9711-050, Induction Motors of California 
(two used) 
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Illus. 2 General Arrangement, of Stepper Motor Test Equipment and 
Testine Area 
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Illus. 6 Test Breadboard No. 2 Showing Anti-Backlash Gearing 
with Size 8 Stepper Motor 



Illuc. 7 Stepper Motor Acceptance Test Kluge for Static Torque Testing 
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Appendix A. 

logic Circuit Response to Various Pulse Prugrarns Using 15v-ohm Resis~ Jrs 
to Simulate Stepper Motor Loading . 

Top: 

Phot-o. -'-
Top: ~ -For·ward-PuLs 'rain 

U State, V State at 
567 p.p.s. ~ ms;cm 

Bottom: l -For~rd-Pu1se Train 
1 -Reverse -Pul se Train 
V St.at.e at 288 p.p.s. 
1 r:;s /cm 

Photo . 3 
3-Fo~rd-Pulse Train 
3-Reverse -Pu1se Train 
U State, V State about 
300 p . p .s., 10 ms/cm 

Bottom: 
Before Logic Circuit Fai~ure 
After Logic Circuit Failure 

Photo . 2 
c -Forward-Pulse Train 
2-Reverse-Pulse Train 
U St-ate, V State about 
295 p.p.s, 16 ms/cm 

Top: Before Logic Circuit Failure 
Bottom: After Logic Circuit Failure 

':'op: 
Bottom: 

Photo. '+ 

4 -Forward-Pulse Train 
4-Reverse-Pulse Train 
IT Stat-e, V State about 
300 p.p.s., 10 ms /cm 
Before Logic Circuit Failure 
After Logic Circuit Failure 



Appendix A 

Logic Circuit Response to Various Pulse Programs Using 150 -ohm Resistors 
to Simulate Stepper Motor Loading. 

Photu. 5 
5-For·ward-Pulse Train 
5-Reverse-Pu:se Train 
U State, V State about 
310 p.p.s., 10 ms/cm 

Tcp: Before Logic Circuit Fai~ure 
Bottom: After Logic Circuit Failure 

Photo. 6 
6-Forward-Pulse ~rain 
6-Reverse-Pulse Train 
U State, V State about 
396 p.p.s., 5 ms/cm 

Top: Before Logic Circuit Failure 
Bottom: After Logic Circuit Failure 



Appendix A 

Tran s ien~ Re sponses of Size 11 Motor with Anti-Backlash Gearing 

Ph.:to. 7 
-Fc n mrd -Pulse Train 
-Reverse -Pulse '"rain 
3.- p . p.s . , 3L millisec em 

Photc,. '} 
4 - Forward- Pulse rra~~ 
4-Reverse -Pulse Train 
13 . 7 p . p . s ., 70 millisec em 

Photo. 8 
3-Forward-Pulse Train 
3-Re·terse - Pulse Train 
13 . 7 p . p . s . , 50 millisec;c~ 

Ph0tc . lv 
5 - Fvromrd- Pulse Traiu 
5-Reve r se - Pulse Train 
~2 p . p . s . , 100 millisee, ern 

NOTE: Photos . 7 through 10 Show the Combined Pulse Train, 
Resolver Output, V State, U State in that Order 



Appendix A 

Comparison of Response of Size ll Motor Using Anti-Backlash Gearing 
with or without Power Gates. 

Photo. --'-
Response to 5-For-•ard- PtLLse, 5-
~everse-Pulse ~rain Showing Large 
Back EMF Hump in U State (top) and 
Change in U Logic State as a Result 
of BackE~~ (bottom). At 76 p.p.s., 
:'0 ms/cm. 

Photo . .L.:: 

Response to 5-Forward-Pu~se, )
Reverse -Pulse Train Shc·wing Ho.,. 
Power Gate Isolation Completely 
Eliminates Back EMF Reflected into 
the Logic Circuit. Stew~ are the 
Combined ~se Train, the Resolver 
Output, V State, U State 



Appe ndix A 

Comparison of Re sponse of Size 11 Motor ~ith and without Power Gates. 
Also Indicating the Desirability of Ant i-Backlash Gears. 

Photo . 13 
3- Forward- Pulse Train , 3-Reverse 
Pulse Train ~~th ~~ti -Back:ash 
Gears and Po~er Ga~es 

Photo. 14 
3- For.rord- Pulse Train, 3-Reverse 
Pulse ~rain ~ithout Anti -Ba cklash 
Gears but ~ith Po~e r Gates 

Phu t c; . 15 
3-F rwara-Pu:se Train, 3-Reverse 
Pulse without Power Gates 
Top: With Anti -Backlash Gear s 
Bot:o~ : Wit~out Anti -Back:ash Gear> 
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Photo . l6 
V · lta.e;e 
\. L.:urrent 

( decayin5 expcr~en~iC:..~) 
.rising exponential) 

.J...L 
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An~l - :ack 1 ash ~~3r :rain 
PuL'• ,'nr. ~in"" . ~ f'li is .:i: 

Photo. ~7 

?op : :umbined Pu:se ':'rai::-1::: 
E ttom: Resolver 0u-cp-uT 

Pho"'vo. lb 

U- 3t'l.+e "urren..,. 

-I'~ 
1\ A ?ho~o. l) 

U - .~tate ·'Urren t 
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